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Abstract—This paper describes the “explicit rate indication for
congestion avoidance” (ERICA) scheme for rate-based feedback
from asynchronous transfer mode (ATM) switches. In ERICA, the
switches monitor their load on each link and determine a load
factor, the available capacity, and the number of currently active
virtual channels. This information is used to advise the sources
about the rates at which they should transmit. The algorithm is
designed to achieve high link utilization with low delays and fast
transient response. It is also fair and robust to measurement errors caused by the variations in ABR demand and capacity. We
present performance analysis of the scheme using both analytical
arguments and simulation results. The scheme is being considered
for implementation by several ATM switch manufacturers.
Index Terms—ATM network, Internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE KEY new feature of asynchronous transfer mode
(ATM) that distinguishes it from other networking
technologies is that it provides very sophisticated traffic management. ATM networks use connection admission control,
traffic shaping, policing, selective discard, packet discard, and
explicit feedback to manage the traffic. Traffic management is
particularly important at high speeds since even a short-term
overload at these speeds can lead to significant queues and data
loss.
ATM networks provide several services. Of these, the available bit rate (ABR) service is ideal for data. In this service,
switches use an option to provide an explicit rate feedback to the
sources and sources control their traffic accordingly. The ATM
forum traffic management specification [1] contains detailed
rules for the ABR source and destination end systems. The rules
for switches are also specified. The switch behavior, however, is
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only coarsely specified so that various vendors can implement
their own switch rate allocation algorithms and distinguish their
products. The switch rules simply ensure that switches from
different vendors will interoperate, though the operation may
not be optimal. Several switch algorithms have been developed
[2]–[10]. This paper describes one of the earliest of such switch
algorithms.
The explicit rate indication for congestion avoidance
(ERICA) algorithm was presented at the ATM Forum in February 1995. Since then, its performance has been independently
studied in many papers [5], [6], [8]. Also, we have incorporated
several modifications into the algorithm [10], [11]. This paper
provides a consolidated description and a performance analysis
of the algorithm.
This paper is organized as follows. The next two sections examine the ABR service and describe the switch model and design goals. Section IV describes the algorithm and examines the
tradeoffs involved in selecting the algorithm metrics and parameters. Section VI presents representative simulations to show the
performance of the scheme under strenuous conditions. We also
present limited analytical arguments of the convergence of the
algorithm in Appendix A.
II. THE ABR CONTROL MECHANISM
According to the ATM Forum specifications, ATM networks
currently offer five service categories: constant bit rate (CBR),
real-time variable bit rate (rt-VBR), nonreal-time variable bit
rate (nrt-VBR), available bit rate (ABR), and unspecified bit rate
(UBR). Of these, ABR and UBR are designed for data traffic
exhibiting bursty unpredictable behavior.
The UBR service is simple and does not give sources any
guarantees. The network elements try to improve throughput
and reduce loss using intelligent buffer allocation [17], cell drop
[18], and scheduling. The ABR service provides better service
for data traffic by periodically advising sources about the rates
at which they should be transmitting. The switches monitor their
load and divide the available bandwidth fairly among active
flows. This allows competing sources to get a fair share of the
bandwidth while also allowing the link to be fully utilized. The
feedback from the switches to the sources is indicated in resource management (RM) cells, which are periodically generated by the sources and turned around by the destinations (refer
to Fig. 1).
The RM cells contain the source’s current cell rate (CCR)
and several fields that can be used by the switches to provide
feedback to the source. These fields are: explicit rate (ER), congestion indication (CI) flag, and no increase (NI) flag. The ER
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Fig. 1. RM cell path.

field indicates the rate that the network can support at the particular instant in time. When starting at the source, the ER field
is usually set to the peak cell rate, and the CI and NI flags are
clear. On the path, each switch reduces the ER field to the maximum rate it can support, and sets CI or NI if necessary [13].
The RM cells flowing from the source to the destination
are called forward RM cells (FRM’s) while those returning
from the destination to the source are called backward RM
cells (BRM’s). When a source receives a BRM, it computes its
allowed cell rate (ACR) using its current ACR, the CI and NI
flags, and the ER field of the RM cell [15].

III. SWITCH MODEL
Our switch model is shown in Fig. 2. Each service category
has a separate first-in, first-out (FIFO) output queue, which
feeds to the output link under the control of a scheduling mechanism. The ERICA algorithm works at every ABR queueing
point (assumed to be at the output for this paper). For simplicity,
we assume that there are at most two classes (VBR and ABR)
and ABR has the lower priority, i.e., it gets the leftover capacity
after VBR cells are transmitted. We do not consider the case
of ABR virtual connections (VC’s) guaranteeing nonzero
minimum cell rates in this paper. Techniques for adapting a
switch scheme to guarantee such rates are suggested in [19].
Other issues not addressed in this paper include the effect of
more complex queueing strategies like per-VC queueing, network segmentation using the virtual source/virtual destination
(VS/VD) option [1], and multipoint ABR connections. Some
of these issues are addressed in [10] and [21].
In ERICA, the time is divided into consecutive equal-sized
slots called “switch averaging intervals.” As shown in Fig. 2,
the measured load in the forward direction in each slot is used
to provide feedback in the reverse direction in the next slot. The
feedback may be computed at the end of each slot or when a
backward RM cell (BRM) is received.
One of the design features of ERICA is that switches give at
most one feedback value per flow during any averaging interval.
This precludes the switch from giving multiple conflicting feedback indications in a single averaging interval using the same
control values.
ERICA gives feedback only in the explicit rate field in the
RM cell. It is possible to additionally throttle or moderate the
sources by setting the CI and NI bits in the RM cell using policies suggested by several other schemes [5], [19].

Fig. 2.

Switch model.

A. Design Goals
In designing ERICA, our main goals were to maximize link
utilization, minimize queueing delays, achieve fair allocation,
reduce transient response time, and achieve stable and robust
operation. Each of these goals is explained below.
1) Utilization: Our first goal was to maximize the link uti. This is done by allocating as much of the availlization
able capacity to active ABR flows as possible. The entire link
capacity that is not used by the higher priority VBR and CBR
service categories is potentially available to ABR.
ERICA tracks ABR utilization using a metric called “load
factor” ( ; refer to Section IV-A). Specifically, is proportional
to the ratio of the ABR input rate to the ABR capacity. Using ,
the ERICA utilization goal is a steady-state operating point in
. In certain configurations, this goal
the neighborhood of
cannot be realized for all bottlenecks, in which case, the maxi) is desired for those bottlenecks.
mization of (where
2) Queueing Delay: High link utilization can result in large
is
queues and long delays. The instantaneous utilization
unity when a large queue backlog exists at the bottleneck. Our
efficiency goal is to maximize the link utilization while keeping
the steady-state queueing delay under a target maximum
value. The concept of maximizing throughput (utilization) and
minimizing delay is known as “congestion avoidance” [14].
In ERICA, the definition of congestion avoidance has been
broadened to include the goal of reducing the delay. When the
queueing delay is more than the target, allocations are reduced
so that queue size decreases.
3) Fairness: A commonly used criterion for describing fairness is the max–min allocation [7]. Among the allocation vectors (with elements in a descending order) that result in link
utilizations less than or equal to 100%, the lexicographically
largest vector is the max–min allocation. In simple terms, the
goal of max–min allocation is to give equal shares of a resource
to all contending sources. However, if some sources cannot use
their shares (since they are constrained at some other bottleneck), they are given the maximum share that they can use, and
the leftover is available for equal allocation to other contending
sources. This process can be shown to lead to max–min allocation, provided the source demands are fixed and noninfinite.
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Several schemes including ERICA [3], [4], [19] use this method
and search for a “maximum equal share” value to allocate to all
contending sources. In ERICA, fairness is sought only after efficiency has been achieved, that is, the load factor is in the
neighborhood of unity. If the load is too high or too low, rates
for all sources are decreased or increased so that efficiency is
rapidly achieved.
In addition to the above “steady state” goals, ERICA aims to
achieve the following goals.
4) Stability and Transient Performance: A stable system is
one that can reestablish its steady state after perturbations. The
transient performance of the scheme determines how quickly
the steady state is reestablished.
5) Robustness: In cases where the system has no steady
state (e.g., due to persistent variation in capacity and demand),
the scheme should be robust. This means that its essential
performance metrics should not degrade to unacceptable levels.
We emphasize that ERICA is an engineering solution which
incorporates these design goals. We provide limited analytical
arguments and simulations to support our performance claims.

When FRM is received:
CCR[VC] ← CCR_in_RM_Cell
When a BRM is received:
CCR[VC]
VCShare
IF (
THEN ER
ELSE ER

The ERICA algorithm periodically monitors the load on each
link and determines the ABR capacity, the load factor ( ), and
the number of active virtual connections ( ) during each averaging interval.
The complete pseudocode including all features of ERICA
is given in [10]. Below we present the key steps in ERICA
as a pseudocode. The variable MaxAllocPrevious (or MaxAllocPrev., abbreviated) represents the maximum allocation given
during the previous averaging interval to any source transmitting
to this output link. Similarly, MaxAllocCurrent (or MaxAllocCurr., abbreviated) is used to determine the maximum allocation
given to any source so far in the current averaging interval.
Initialization:
MaxAllocPrevious ← MaxAllocCurrent ←
FairShare
End of Averaging Interval:
Total ABR Cap.

Link Cap.

Target ABR Cap.

Fraction

FairShare

VBR Cap.

(1)

Tot. ABR Cap.
(2)

ABR Input Rate
Target ABR Cap.

(3)

Target ABR Capacity
Number of Active VCs

(4)

MaxAllocPrevious

MaxAllocCurrent

)
Max (FairShare, VCShare)

(8)

Max (MaxAllocPrev., VCShare)
(9)

Max (MaxAllocCur., ER)
(10)
IF (ER > FairShare AND CCR[VC] < FairShare)
MaxAllocCur.

THEN ER

ER
IV. THE ERICA ALGORITHM

(7)

Min ER

FairShare

(11)

ER Target ABR Cap.).
(12)

This pseudocode achieves the goals of efficiency, fairness,
and bounded delay, as explained next.
A. Efficiency: Using the Load Factor Metric
The key metric used in ERICA is the load factor ( ), which is
the ratio of the measured input rate at the port to the target ABR
capacity, as given by (3)
ABR Input Rate
Target ABR Capacity
The target ABR capacity is a fraction of the total ABR
capacity [(2)], where the fraction may be determined based
upon queueing delays (refer to Section IV-C). The load factor
is a compact and accurate congestion indicator, and is arguably
better for rate-based schemes than using queue length alone [9].
The load factor is used in ERICA with the goal of driving
the system toward an efficient operating point, defined as the
. The simplest way to achieve efficiency
neighborhood of
is to reduce each VC’s activity by a factor of . In other words,
each VC’s allocation (“VCShare” in the pseudocode above) is
set to the VC CCR divided by the load factor , or CCR[VC] .
Here, CCR is the estimate of the source current rate. CCR may
be read from the forward RM cells of the VC or measured by
the switch. Either way, the CCR value is stored in a table and
used for this calculation. The analytical arguments given in the
Appendix show that this technique does drive the system to the
.
neighborhood of
Though VCShare can be used to achieve efficiency, it may
not be a fair allocation. A mechanism is required to equalize the
rate allocations while ensuring that the bottleneck load factor
remains in the neighborhood of unity. This is the topic of the
following section.

(5)
B. Max–Min Fairness—Equalizing Allocations

MaxAllocCurrent

FairShare

(6)

One way to equalize allocations is to calculate the maximum
of the VCShare values and assign this maximum value to all
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sources. This can result in sharp load changes (and extended
periods of overload). For example, consider the case when the
), where and
allocation of sources are (
are negligibly small. The load factor is close to unity (assuming
no prior queue buildups). The maximum of these allocations is
, which we call “MaxAllocPrevious,” referring to the fact
that the maximum is calculated in the previous cycle and used
in the next cycle. In the next cycle, the allocations based upon
),
this maximum value would be (
leading to a load factor of almost . To avoid this, ERICA uses
a two-step process. A variable “FairShare” is computed as the
ratio of the target ABR capacity and the number of active connections. If a VC is initially sending at a rate below FairShare,
it is not allowed to increase its rate to MaxAllocPrevious in the
current cycle. In particular, all sources sending below the FairShare are allowed to rise to FairShare, and those sending above
FairShare are allowed to rise to MaxAllocPrevious. Therefore,
a VC sending at a rate below FairShare would take two cycles
(steps) to reach the maximum possible allocation.
These features and mechanisms (VCShare, rate equalization,
at least FairShare, at most FairShare if rate is low) are incorporated into the ERICA algorithm as presented in (7)–(11). The
parameter is used for the equalization of allocations [(9)] and
defines the “neighborhood of unity.”
C. Queue Control
In Section IV-A, we noted that the Target ABR Capacity is a fraction of the Total ABR Capacity. This fraction
, i.e.,
can be a function of the current queue length
Total ABR Capacity.
Target ABR Capacity
, called the “queue control function,” alThe function
lows only a specified fraction of the available capacity to be
allocated to the sources. Such a function should not artificially
restrict the system utilization to a value smaller than 100%, and
it should compensate for errors in measurement (which manifest
as queues). Further, given a fixed number of persistent sources
of traffic, it should allow the system to achieve a queueing delay
target. A control-theoretic definition of these steady-state and
robust stability conditions is given in Ozbay et al. [24], and an
analysis of queue management techniques for ABR while maintaining max–min fairness is presented by Ma and Ramakrishnan
[23]. A simple queue control function such as a constant function used in earlier versions of ERICA and the OSU scheme
[called “Target Utilization” ( )] does not meet these requirements.
to vary depending upon the
The alternative is for
queueing delay. A number of such functions can be designed
[23], [29]. One of the functions that worked particularly well is
the following (also refer to Fig. 3):
QDLF

for

and
for
Here,
is a truncated rectangular hyperbola assuming
values between 1 and queue drain limit factor (QDLF) in the
to infinity, and values between and 1 in the range
range

Fig. 3. The queue control function in ERICA.

0 to
. Both curves intersect at
, where the value is 1.
To emphasize the control of queueing delay, ERICA uses a
(target queueing delay), which is converted into
parameter
parameter before performing the
the target queue length
calculation given above. The parameter settings are discussed
in Section V.
V. PARAMETER CHOICES AND ROBUSTNESS ISSUES
The robustness and performance of ERICA are significantly
dependent upon how measurements are performed and parameters are chosen. ERICA parameters may be classified into: 1)
parameters related to measurement and averaging; 2) queue control parameters; and 3) max–min fairness parameter .
A. Measurement and Averaging Related Parameters
As previously mentioned, the essential metrics used in
ERICA, i.e., load factor ( ) and number of active connections
( , for FairShare calculation) are measured during consecutive
switch averaging intervals. Variation in demand, available
capacity, and number of currently active connections could
lead to errors in the estimation of these metrics, which, in
turn, would lead to errors in feedback. ERICA is particularly
sensitive to underestimation of because FairShare (which is
calculated using ) is the minimum allocation given to sources.
ERICA is also sensitive to oscillations in estimation of the
load factor during alternating periods of demand activity and
inactivity, and in the presence of higher priority VBR traffic.
Therefore, the choice of the switch averaging interval is critical
to the performance of ERICA.
To determine a reliable averaging interval, observe that
the activity of any source is determined within a round-trip
time (RTT). Moreover, the maximum time for feedback
from any switch to reach a source, and the resultant activity to be experienced at the switch (called the “feedback
delay”) is the maximum RTT (max RTT) plus the maximum
inter-RM-cell-time (max inter-RM-cell-time). Allowing time
for transient loads between averaging intervals to subside, a
reliable value for the switch averaging interval is at least 2
(max RTT + max inter-RM-cell-time).
Choosing averaging intervals smaller than max RTT poses
(due to temporary inactivity of
the risk of errors in and
sources), and choosing intervals smaller than max inter-RMcell-time poses the risk of not giving feedback to some sources
in every measurement interval. In fact, intervals smaller than the
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maximum inter-cell-time would guarantee that is underestimated.
One solution to the problem of estimation errors with small
and to
intervals is to use separate averaging intervals for
allow reliable estimation of each, and give feedback in every
-interval, which would be the smaller of the two. ERICA employs an alternate method. The method is to use a single base averaging interval and optionally use exponential averaging techniques to improve reliability and reduce variance in the measurements. The base averaging interval is chosen statically in
the range [5 ms, 20 ms] for an OC-3 bottleneck link (used in
our simulations) and may be scaled by the ratio of OC-3 (155
Mbps) speed to the given bottleneck link speed for slower or
faster links.
Exponential averaging can be applied for the load factor
using the formula:
= [exponential average of input
exponential average of available capacity)],
rate)/
where the exponential average of input rate or available ca. Our
pacity (denoted as ) is calculated as
simulations indicate that an value of 0.8 is sufficient given a
base averaging interval choice in the range [5 ms, 20 ms]. This
value gives significant weight to the latest sample of input
rate or available capacity. Our simulations use OC-3 bottleneck
links and encompass LAN/WAN/satellite configurations with
significant variation in demand and available capacity [10].
Averaging the number of active VC’s, , is performed in a
different manner. The problem is that when not even one cell of
an “active” VC is seen in the base averaging interval, it would
be counted as inactive. This error would result in an increase in
FairShare, which is the minimum allocation given to VC’s, and
could lead to instability (manifested as unbounded queues). This
problem can be simply addressed by using a separate interval for
{
, 1/(minimum
measuring and set this interval to
rate allocation)} of any VC. Since this is not possible, we approximate it though this procedure. We first define the “activity
level” of a VC as a real number between 0 and 1. The activity
level is initialized to 1 whenever any cell from the VC is seen
and decayed by a multiplicative parameter DecayFactor in each
successive interval in which a VC is inactive. At the end of each
interval, the sum of all activity levels would give the value of
(which is now a real number). Setting DecayFactor to a value
sufficiently close to unity would ensure that the error in estimation due to the exponential decay would be small. We have
observed that a value of DecayFactor in the range [0.9, 0.95] is
sufficient given our base averaging interval choice in the range
[5 ms, 20 ms].

B. Queue Control Parameters
used in ERICA
Recall that the queue control function
(Section IV-C) is one of several possible functions [29], and has
QDLF , and . The parameter , which
four parameters:
specifies the target queueing delay, is affected by several other
system parameters such as the available buffer size, the bottleneck link speed, and the maximum round trip time (or the base
also affects the decrease function
averaging interval length).
in conjunction with the parameters and
component of
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. The decrease function affects how quickly excess queues are
drained. The combination of these factors makes the choice of
important.
A heuristic used in ERICA ensures that the maximum oscillation of queues in the steady state will be no larger than
. As described in Appendix A, in steady state, the maximum
deviation of the load factor is determined by the parameter .
Specifically, assuming that queueing deviations are corrected in
one averaging interval, we have the relationship:
Base Averaging Interval. Given that our choice of is 0.1 (refer
to next section) and the base averaging interval lies between
lies between [0.5 ms, 2 ms].
[5 ms, 20 ms], then
The parameter QDLF (queue drain limit factor) limits the
amount of available capacity that can be allocated as drain capacity to clear excess queues, and determines the effectiveness
of the queue control policy in reacting to transient queues. When
the aggregate input rate is equal to the available capacity (i.e.,
a balanced load), QDLF also determines the minimum value of
the load factor . The range of determines the range of possible
feedback values or the maximum possible oscillations in feedback (a stability concern). We have found that a QDLF choice
of 0.5 balances these conflicting concerns for a wide range of
configurations and loads.
, determine
The parameters and , in conjunction with
the slope of the rectangular hyperbolas. The steeper the slope,
the more sensitive the scheme is to small variations in queue
length. Further larger difference in the slopes of the two hyperat
bolas accentuates the effect of the discontinuity of
leading to larger oscillations around
in the steady state (if
one exists and is reached). Since and affect these slopes, the
choice must be made considering these issues as well.
To be consistent with the steady-state queue fluctuation
, the ideal choice for is 1, which
heuristic for choosing
eliminates the -hyperbola. In practice, a value between [1,
1.05] can be chosen where a larger value of allows the
steady-state queueing delay to be closer to the target, at the risk
of incurring steady-state oscillations. For the parameter , we
have found that a value in the range [1.10, 1.25] sufficiently
differentiates the ERICA queue control function from simple
step or linear functions. Larger values of make the function
closer to a step function with the possibility of larger queue
oscillations, and smaller values make the function closer to a
linear function with a small slope, which limits the speed of
response to transient queues.
C. The Max–Min Fairness Parameter
The max–min fairness parameter defines the steady-state
operating region toward which ERICA attempts to drive the
system. Specifically, in ERICA, we consider the system be
max–min fair when the load factor is in the range
and all allocations are equal. We use this weaker definition of
exactly is not
max–min fairness because converging to
, we consider the
guaranteed in ERICA. Further, when
system allocations to be “infeasible” (i.e., we estimate average
load to be larger than average capacity that is unsustainable)
, the
[7], [23], and therefore not max–min fair. When
allocations cannot be max–min fair by definition [7].
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TABLE I
PARAMETER VALUES

)

Fig. 4. The Generic Fairness Configuration-2. Note: Entry/exit links of length
and speed 150 Mbps. = 1000 km
max
= 130 ms.

D

D

RTT

Observe that in the steady state, the minimum drain capacity
is determined by the relation
Target Cap. Available Cap. Target Cap.
Rearranging the terms and applying the relationship that target
capacity is at least QDLF × Available Capacity, we have
QDLF
For QDLF of 0.5, this gives us a range of (0, 0.5] for . The
upper bound is a weak one since a value of 0.5 would result
in minimal drain capacity and possibly large transient queues
(due to the equalization of rates to the maximum allocation).
The value of chosen in ERICA is 0.1, which allows sufficient
drain capacity and leaves a nontrivial zone for rate equalization
to improve convergence toward max–min fairness.

The following are the expected rate allocations as per the
max–min fairness criterion. Note that the link bandwidth is adjusted by 48/53 to get an expected application throughput:
Fair Share Calculation
Fairshare
of
Mbps
A
of
Mbps
B
of
Mbps
C
Mbps
D
of
Mbps
E
Mbps
F
of
Mbps
G
of
Mbps.
H
Simulation results are shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 5(a) shows the allowed cell rates (ACR’s) of the sources. Fig. 5(b) shows the queue
lengths at the ports connected to the next switch for the first six
switches. Fig. 5(c) shows the link utilizations of the links connecting two switches. The optimal allocations are achieved in
under 400 ms (under four round trips), and the queues are drained
within 800 ms (under seven round trips). During the transient period, the link utilizations are close to 100% and the queue lengths
are controlled to reasonable values (maximum queue is 30 000
cells, i.e., 270 ms or two round-trip times at 50-Mbps bottleneck rate). The steady-state utilizations are close to 100%, and the
queue lengths are kept close to zero. The minimal oscillations in
the steady state are due to the small variation in queueing delays.
The initial rate assignment for each source in this simulation was
picked randomly. For reasonable confidence, we repeated this experiment with other random values, which gave similar results.
B. Robustness

VI. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF ERICA
In this section, we present simulations to verify the performance of ERICA under strenuous conditions not considered in
the analytical arguments in Appendix A. Our simulations use all
the features of the ERICA algorithm.
The parameter set used in our simulations is shown in Table I.
A. Max–Min Fairness
We use the popular Generic Fairness Configuration-2
(GFC-2) to test the utilization, queue lengths and fairness
of the scheme. The configuration (illustrated in Fig. 4) has
multiple bottlenecks and connections with different round-trip
times. This configuration was selected by the ATM Forum
traffic management working group as the test configuration to
compare various schemes.

For testing the robustness of the scheme, we need a configuration which attacks the weaknesses of the scheme, namely, its
dependency upon measurements. Variation in load and capacity
could lead to measurement and feedback errors, resulting in unbounded queues or low average utilization. The TCP and VBR
configuration (refer to Fig. 6) is designed to test this case.
The configuration simulates capacity variation by using a
higher priority VBR virtual circuit, which carries traffic multiplexed from fifteen long-range dependent sources [10]. The
traffic generated by this VC (and as a result, the ABR capacity)
is highly variable, as shown in Fig. 7(a). The configuration
simulates load variation by using TCP sources carrying infinite
ftp traffic. The load variation is caused by the startup dynamics
of TCP. The TCP slow start protocol begins with small window
sizes, and the amount of data it sends is limited by the window
size (window-limited), rather than a network-assigned rate.
As a result, the load offered by an individual TCP connection
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 5. Simulation results with the GFC-2 configuration: (a) allowed cell rate, (b) bottleneck queue lengths, and (c) bottleneck link utilizations.

in Section III-A). The congestion window and sender sequence
number graphs show that the allocations to contending sources
are fair despite the variation in load and capacity.
VII. CONCLUDING REMARKS
Fig. 6.

TCP + VBR configuration.

is bursty, i.e., it consists of active and idle periods. As the
TCP window size grows, the active periods become longer.
Assuming no packet losses, the TCP source eventually appears
to be the same as a persistent source, and its load is controlled
by network-assigned rates (rate-limited). The queues build up
when both demand variation and capacity variation exist in the
system. We use 100 sources and synchronize them such that
the load phases (idle and active periods) of multiple sources
coincide to create a worst case scenario.
Fig. 7(b)–(d) show ATM level metrics (ACR’s of sources 1,
50, and 100; queue length at output port of switch 1; link utilization of bottleneck link), while Fig. 7(e) and (f) show the TCPlevel metrics (congestion windows and sender sequence numbers of sources 1, 50, and 100). The graphs show that ERICA
successfully controls the TCP sources once they become ratelimited. As a result, the buffer requirement at the bottleneck
is not a linear function of the number of sources. Though the
system does not have a steady state (VBR traffic is always variable), ERICA controls the maximum and average queues and
keeps utilization high (consistent with the priorities assigned

In this paper, we have described the design and evaluation
of the ERICA switch algorithm for ATM ABR congestion control. We presented a simple switch model and explained design
goals. The key design goals are max–min fair steady-state operation with controlled queueing delays, stability, and robustness to variation in ABR load and capacity. We then presented
the ERICA algorithm, showing how the goals and simplicity requirements determine every step in the algorithm.
The scheme requires that the switches periodically monitor
their load on each link and determine a load factor, the available
capacity, the queue length, and the number of currently active
virtual connections. This information is used to calculate a fair
and efficient allocation of the available bandwidth to all contending sources. The measurement aspects that determine the
robustness of the algorithm are treated in depth.
A limited analysis of the convergence properties is given in
Appendix A. In addition, we present simulation results illustrating that the scheme meets the desired goals, including good
steady-state behavior (high utilization, controlled queueing
delay, max–min fairness), rapid convergence from network
transients, and robustness to load and capacity variations.
In conclusion, we note that the promise of explicit rate control is higher fidelity control in terms of a number of objectives
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)
Fig. 7. Simulation results with the 100 TCP and VBR configuration: (a) VBR rate, (b) allowed cell rate (ACR), (c) bottleneck queue length, (d) bottleneck link
utilization, and (e) TCP send sequence numbers.

(fairness, utilization, queueing delays). But the addition of provable robustness as a goal, especially with the uncertainty in a large
number of parameter dimensions (liketime delays, load, capacity,
number of active sources), and extension to multiple bottleneck
cases with independent controllers makes it a nontrivial control
problem. ERICA represents an engineering tradeoff.
APPENDIX A
ANALYTICAL ARGUMENT OF CONVERGENCE TO MAX–MIN
FAIRNESS
In this Appendix, we give a limited analytical argument
for the convergence of a single bottleneck node implementing
ERICA toward max–min fair rate allocations. Some model

assumptions in this argument are unrealistic, but they simplify
the analysis considerably. This section should be used only to
get further insights into the engineering decisions taken in the
ERICA algorithm. We have not published an extension of this
argument for a multiple-bottleneck system but are exploring it
under a new effort to cast such nonlinear rate-based algorithms
in a control-theoretic framework [24]. The general proof of
convergence, stability, and robustness (under assumptions of
multiple bottlenecks, queueing delay targets and asynchrony)
of rate-based algorithms is currently an open problem studied
by several researchers [24]–[27].
Our modeling assumptions are the following.
• There is only one bottleneck node.
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• The “core” ERICA algorithm (defined in Section IV-B) is
used with two exceptions.
1) We ignore the effect of the queue control function.
2) We ignore the moderation step [(11)]
IF (ER
THEN ER

FairShare)
FairShare

• Sources are persistent (always have data to send), though
some (not all) might be source-bottlenecked at low rates.
• Round-trip times of various sources are different (the case
of equal round-trip times is a special case of this).
• The effect of any transient queueing between intervals is
ignored (unrealistic).
• Switch averaging interval is at least the twice the sum of
a) the largest RTT of any VC though the bottleneck, and b)
the maximum time required to see at least one RM cell of
every active source (maximum inter-RM cell time). This
means that measurements are reliable, and transient loads
caused by asynchrony can be ignored. We call such an
averaging interval a “cycle.”
ER Link Rate, and for any source
• Load factor
CCR < Link Rate. The last condition is satisfied since
ATM signaling ensures that the “peak cell rate” (PCR)
parameter is never larger than any link rate along the path.
• Source-bottleneck behavior (if any) does not change
during the convergence period.
Notation:
.
• Rate of source in cycle (CCR) is
.
• MaxAllocPrevious in cycle is
• The ER for source in cycle is the same as the rate of
, i.e.,
.
source in cycle
= overload factor measured in th cycle (and used in
•
th cycle).
• : Target ABR capacity of the bottleneck.
• : Sum of the rates of bottlenecked sources, also equal to
.
• : Number of active sources.
Definition: A source is said to be satisfied at a given rate if
it is bottlenecked elsewhere and cannot utilize higher rate allocations.
To Prove: That for the system described above, the ERICA
algorithm causes it to converge toward max-min operation in at
number of cycles.
most
Proof: The proof methodology used here was proposed in
reference [12]. We first prove a set of safety (closure) properties,
which show that the system remains within a closed state space
. The closed state space is

Then we prove a set of convergence properties, which show
that the system reaches and remains in a target state space, .
The target convergence state space is
AND Allocations are Max–Min fair

Fig. 8. Movement of single bottleneck controlled by ERICA toward max–min
fairness.

where the term “Max–Min fair” implies that contending sources
are allocated the highest possible equal rates, satisfying the condition on .
Closure Properties:
Lemma 0: Given that the maximum rate ( ) of any VC is at
most the target link rate (condition imposed during ATM signaling and connection setup), the overload factor lies between
is the number of VC’s set up (assumed
zero and , where
active).
Trivial based upon the assumptions.
Convergence Properties: Fig. 8 shows how ERICA converges to max–min fairness under these model assumptions.
It should be noted that this convergence property is what
motivated the design of the components of the algorithm, based
upon and FairShare.
Specifically, the load factor ( ) can fall into one of three zones
. The goal is to reach the second
zone while ensuring that the rate allocations are equal, i.e., the
state space . The convergence unfolds in five stages as follows
(of which stages 1–4 are shown in the figure):
Stage 0) Irrespective of the initial rates, each source is given
a chance to reach FairShare (C/N) in one cycle
(Lemma 1).
Stage 1) Assuming stage 0 is the initialization of the algo,
rithm, if the bottleneck is in the zone:
cycles the system reaches a state
within
(Lemma 2).
where
, then
Stage 2) Once the system is in a state where
, and conthe switch remains in such a state
cycles to the state where
verges within
within
steps. (Lemma 3,
parts A and B).
,
Stage 3) When the system is the state where
the contending sources get an equal rate allocation.
(Lemma 3, part C).
Stage 4) The system may now stay in the state
, in which case max–min fairness is achieved
(Lemma 3, Part C, Note 1). Alternatively it may
, from where in
move to a state
additional cycles it reaches the state
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, but now since rate allocations are equal,
rate allocations are unchanged and max–min fairness is achieved (Lemma 3, Part C, Note 1, and
Theorem 1).
The details of the proof are presented below.
Lemma 1: ERICA takes one cycle to satisfy sources bottle).
necked at rates below equal FairShare (
Proof: In every cycle, ERICA allocates at least FairShare
to every source. If there exist sources which
=“ ”=
are bottlenecked such that they cannot utilize rate allocations
above , the system satisfies such sources in one cycle. This
first cycle is called “initialization cycle” in what follows.
Note 1: During convergence, there is at most one initialization cycle for any configuration.
are satisfied, the unused
Note 2: After the VC’s below
capacity (if any) will be reflected in the value of the overload
factor, (which is the ratio of the total load and the target capacity).
Note 3: The following lemmas assume that the initialization
cycle is completed, and that there is at least one “greedy” or
“unconstrained” source going through each bottleneck which
can utilize any bandwidth allocated to it.
, then in
Lemma 2: If a switch is underloaded, i.e.,
cycles, either the system converges to the target state
space, , or the load factor increases to reach a value greater
than unity.
), ERICA uses the folProof: During underload (
lowing formula to allocate rates:

the
st cycle the overload factor,
for small . Now

ER
Recall that ER =
, and CCR
can be rephrased as
Max Max

, MaxAllocPrevious = Max
Hence, the ERICA formula

(13)

) is at least
Note that MaxAllocPrevious (Max
(equal to the maximum of the allocations in the previous
cycle) and CCR is greater than CCR. As a result, the allocation of every unsatisfied source increases.
If all sources are greedy and initially equal, the new load
factor is unity, with all sources equal. In this case the target
is achieved in a single cycle.
In the case that source rate allocations are unequal and/or
some sources are satisfied, the behavior of the system is different. Satisfied sources stay constant and the overload factor
increases in the next cycle. If all sources are greedy, they get a
in the first cycle. As a result, the new load factor is
rate of
. In this case, the
at least load/capacity =
load factor becomes greater than unity in a single cycle
We now show that even if the above special conditions do not
hold, the load factor becomes greater than unity in
cycles. Assume that some sources at bottlenecked at rates below
, and the sum of their rates is . The remaining sources
get at least the maximum allocation of the previous cycle, i.e.,
. Starting from an initial load factor of , the
system increases its load factor in every cycle. Assume that, in

is less than

,

from (13)

For

to become greater than 1, it is sufficient that

i.e.,

since and
are constants, and is upper bounded by
in the worst case.
the link capacity
can also become greater than 1 when
Note 1:

where
is the number of bottlenecked sources. Here, we have
term in the ERICA step given in (13)
taken the
term which is used in the above
instead of the
proof. This new inequality reduces to:

Observe that the right-hand side of the above inequality is the
becomes
target max–min rate allocation, which means that
greater than unity in one cycle when any one of the rates
is greater than the final max–min allocation. Note that this
assumes that the moderation step (see list of assumptions) has
been ignored.
Lemma 3: If a switch is overloaded, i.e.,
, then the
, and converges within
switch remains overloaded, i.e.,
) cycles to the desired operating region .
Proof: We split the proof into three parts.
Part A: We first prove that the system remains in the re.
gion
, we show that the minWith the system starting at
imum value of the new load factor after a cycle is greater than
or equal to unity.
The ERICA code segment used for this proof is
ER

IF
ELSE ER

( MaxAllocPrevious, CCR
CCR

We argue that the ER value obtained by the assignment statement ER = Max( MaxAllocPrevious, CCR/ does not reduce
the load factor below its current value. Recall that MaxAllocPreand CCR
. Now,
vious Max
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since
MaxAllocPrevious
CCR . As a result, this
term is not going to reduce . Therefore, we simply deal with
the second assignment statement in the ERICA code segment
CCR .
above, i.e., ER
Split the set of sources into two categories:
, which
1) sources bottlenecked at rates equal to or below
;
have a total rate of
, with a total rate of
.
2) sources above
The current load factor is
. If all sources were to divide their rates by
, the new
would be unity. In our case, only sources above
load factor
reduce their rates. The new load factor is
. To
complete the proof of part A, note that
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Further, the system moves to the region
within
cycles (Lemma 3, part B) and the rates are equalized
in a single in this region (Lemma 3, part C). The system may
, with equal
now remain stable in the region
rates (i.e., max–min fair allocations), or move out of the region
cycles
and converge back and remain in this region in
with the rates being equal at every cycle during this convergence
process (Lemma 3, part C, note 1). This final region of stability
, and
is in fact the target state space, , i.e.,
allocations are max–min fair. The maximum number of cycles
.
to converge to from an arbitrary initial state is
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